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Abstract

We prove a complexity dichotomy theorem for counting weighted Boolean CSP modulo k for

any positive integer k > 1. This generalizes a theorem by Faben for the unweighted setting. In

the weighted setting, there are new interesting tractable problems. We first prove a dichotomy

theorem for the finite field case where k is a prime. It turns out that the dichotomy theorem for

the finite field is very similar to the one for the complex weighted Boolean #CSP, found by [Cai,

Lu and Xia, STOC 2009]. Then we further extend the result to an arbitrary integer k.
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1 Introduction

The complexity of counting problems is a fascinating subject. Valiant defined the class #P

to capture most of these counting problems [21]. Several other related complexity classes

are also well studied. One example is the ⊕P class, which consists of language L where

there is a polynomial time nondeterministic Turing machine that on input x ∈ L has an odd

number of accepting computations, and on input x 6∈ L has an even number of accepting

computations [20, 18]. This class ⊕P can also be formulated as computing the parity of

counting problems. In general, for any integer k, we may consider the counting problems

modulo k, and the corresponding complexity class is denoted by #kP. The class ⊕P is in

fact #2P.

Beyond the complexity of individual problems, there has been a great deal of interest in

finding complexity dichotomy theorems which state that for a wide class of counting problems,

every problem in the class is either computable in polynomial time (tractable) or hard (either

NP-hard or #P-hard) [13, 12, 6, 15]. Such dichotomies do not hold without restrictions [17],

assuming that the larger complexity class strictly contains P. The restrictions for which
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dichotomy theorems are known can be framed in terms of local constraints, most importantly,

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) [19, 10, 3, 4, 5, 11, 9, 14]. In this paper we address

weighted #CSP problems, modulo any integer k, denoted by #kCSP.

Here we give a brief description of #kCSP. Let F be a set of functions, where each

F ∈ F is a function mapping Boolean variables to a value. The weighted #CSP problem

#CSP(F ) is defined as follows: The input is a finite set of constraints on Boolean variables

x1, x2, . . . , xn of the form F (xi1
, xi2

, . . . , xik
), where F ∈ F . The output is

∑

x1,x2,...,xn∈{0,1}

∏

F ∈F

F (xi1
, xi2

, . . . , xik
).

If each F takes values 0, 1, then this counts the number of assignments “satisfying” all the

Boolean constraints. Generally speaking, functions F ∈ F could take arbitrary values. What

we consider, #kCSP, is the case that all F take integer values and the output is computed

modulo k.

For #CSP, the complexity dichotomy theorem was first obtained for the unweighted

case [10], and was later generalized to non-negative values [11]. Cai, Lu and Xia proved a

dichotomy theorem for Boolean #CSP, where functions F ∈ F take arbitrary complex val-

ues [8]. Independently, a dichotomy theorem for real weighted functions was also obtained[2].

In these proofs, there are three extensively used reduction techniques: (1) Gadget construc-

tion, (2) polynomial interpolation, and (3) holographic transformation. As pointed out by

Valiant [23], for finite fields, holographic transformations and interpolation both appear to

offer less flexibility than they do for general counting problems.

There do exist several problems for which counting the number of solutions is #P-complete

whereas computing it modulo some integer k is polynomial time computable. One prime

example is computing the permanent of a 0/1 matrix, which is #P-complete [20]. The parity

version of this problem corresponds to computing the permanent modulo 2, which is the

same as the determinant modulo 2, and is therefore computable in polynomial time via linear

algebra computations. Some more such tractable parity problems were recently given by

Valiant [23]. Furthermore, the characteristic of the finite field may affect the tractability.

For example, Valiant showed that #7Pl-Rtw-Mon-3CNF (counting the number of satisfying

assignments of a planar read-twice monotone 3CNF formula, modulo 7) is solvable in P

by a holographic algorithm [22], while the parity or general version of the same problem is

⊕P-hard or #P-hard, respectively.

These two facts (some useful techniques cannot be adopted in finite fields and there exist

some more complicated tractable cases) make it more challenging to obtain a dichotomy

for #kCSP problems. In [14], Faben obtained a dichotomy theorem for unweighted #kCSP.

Essentially, there is no additional tractable case in his dichotomy theorem (except one

obvious case). However, when we allow functions to take weights in the ring Zk, some new

non-trivial tractable cases do emerge, which is similar to weighted vs unweighted #CSP

without modulus. When moving from unweighted to real or complex weighted cases, the

presence of both positive and negative values, and more generally, complex numbers, offers

the opportunity of interesting cancelations, which could lead to efficient algorithms. In all

such dichotomy theorems, roots of unity plays an essential roles [15, 8, 2, 7]. In finite fields,

interesting cancelations do appear and every nonzero element is a root of unity. For general

k, which may not be a prime, another subtlety is that the computation is performed in a

ring Zk rather than a field, where some nice property of a field no longer holds.

Our result starts from the finite field case, where the modulus k is an odd prime. In this

case, the final result is algebraically the same as the dichotomy for complex weighted #CSP.
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The imaginary unit i =
√

−1 plays an important role in the dichotomy for the complex

weighted #CSP [8]. Here by “algebraically", we mean that we view i as a fourth primitive

root of unit which is also well defined in a finite field (or its extension). Then the dichotomy

for #kCSP is identical to that for complex weighted #CSP. Some of the proof techniques

are fairly similar to those in the proof for the complex weighted case [8], while others are

completely different. For example, the polynomial interpolation is one of the most important

techniques in [8], but it is not available for the finite field.

Hereby we briefly explain why the polynomial interpolation does not work. Consider

the simplest case where one would like to realize a unary function [1, x] by polynomial

interpolation. The answer to an instance of #pCSP including [1, x], is a polynomial in the

variable x. The degree of this polynomial is the number of occurrences of this function [1, x].

After replacing all of its occurrences by some realizable unary functions, we can evaluate

the polynomial in other points of the variable. Given enough such evaluations, we can get

a system of linear equations in the coefficients. The hope is to recover all coefficients by

solving this system as long as its not singular. Then we can evaluate the polynomial in the

original point x. In finite field Zp, we can reduce the degree of the polynomial to p − 1 by

Fermat’s Little Theorem. So we have p different coefficients to recover. To get a non-singular

linear system, we need to evaluate the polynomial on at least p points, which means we need

to construct at least p different unary functions. However, in Zp, there are only p essentially

different unary functions of the form [1, x], and thus the interpolation is not even needed if

we could construct all of them!

Another difference between the proof here and the one in [8] is that the norm of a complex

number is used in [8]. This is an analytical, rather than algebraical, property of complex

numbers, and is not available at all in finite fields. Such kinds of similarity and difference

between fields with characteristic zero and finite p is one main theme of algebraical geometry

[16]. It is interesting to observe similar phenomena in the complexity theory.

For general k, let k = pr1

1 pr2

2 · · · prm
m , where pi’s are distinct primes, be the prime factor-

ization of k. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, to solve the problem of #kCSP(F ) is

equivalent to solving all the #p
ri
i

CSP(F ). For #pr CSP and p being an odd prime, we prove

a surprising result that #pr CSP(F ) is tractable iff #pCSP(F ) is, assuming #P is not equal

to P. One direction is trivial, namely if #pr CSP(F ) can be solved in polynomial time, so

can #pCSP(F ). The reduction in the other direction is not of the black box style. We need

the dichotomy for #pCSP(F ) to state all the tractable cases, assuming #P is not equal to

P, and we also need to explicitly use algorithms to solve such tractable cases. The algorithm

for #pr CSP(F ) has a time complexity which is nr times larger than that of the algorithm

for #pCSP(F ). We use a different treatment to solve the case that p = 2.

2 Preliminaries

Let k be a given constant integer. In this paper we address the following type of counting

problems, called weighted Boolean #kCSP. Let F be a set of functions, where each f ∈ F

is a function f : {0, 1}r → Z, mapping Boolean variables to integers. We call r the arity of

f . The problem #kCSP(F ) is defined as follows: The input is a finite set of constraints

on Boolean variables x1, x2, . . . , xn of the form fj(xij,1
, xij,2

, . . . , xij,rj
), where fj ∈ F . The

output is





∑

x1,x2,...,xn∈{0,1}

∏

j

fj(xij,1
, xij,2

, . . . , xij,rj
)



 mod k. (1)
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Since we are only interested in the final value modulus k, it is equivalent to view that all the

functions take values in the ring Zk.

A symmetric function f of arity r on Boolean variables can be expressed by [f0, f1, . . . , fr],

where fj is the value of f on inputs of weight j. We also use ∆0, ∆1 to denote [1, 0] and [0, 1]

respectively. A binary function f is also expressed by the matrix

[

f(0, 0) f(0, 1)

f(1, 0) f(1, 1)

]

.

Suppose f is a function on input variables x1, x2, . . . , xr. fxs=c denotes the function

fxs=c(x1, . . . , xs−1, xs+1, . . . , xr) = f(x1, . . . , xs−1, c, xs+1, . . . , xr), and fxs=∗ denotes the

function fxs=∗ = fxs=0 + fxs=1.

The underlying relation of f is given by Rf = {X ∈ {0, 1}r|f(X) 6= 0}. We also view

relations as functions from {0, 1}r to {0, 1}. In this way, Rf could be viewed as the unweighted

version of f . If the modulus k is a prime, we could copy f k − 1 times to get fk−1 which, by

Fermat’s Little Theorem, is the unweighted version of it. In this way, we would be able to

use some existing results for unweighted #kCSP problems.

A relation R ⊆ {0, 1}r being affine means it is the affine linear subspace composed of

solutions of a system of affine linear equations, equivalently, if a, b, c ∈ R, then a ⊕ b ⊕ c ∈ R.

If Rf is affine, we say f has affine support.

One important starting point of our work are the hardness results for unweighted #kCSP

[14]. For the unweighted case, every function f takes 1 if the input X ∈ Rf , and takes 0

otherwise.

◮ Theorem 1. [14] Given an unweighted function set F , and an integer k, #kCSP(F )

is computable in polynomial time if all the relations in F are affine, or if k = 2 and all

functions in F are closed under complement. Otherwise it is #kP-hard 1.

As a corollary, we have the following hardness result.

◮ Corollary 2. #kCSP({[0, 1, 1]}) and #kCSP({[1, 1, 0]}) are #kP-hard for all k.

We also need the following Pinning Lemma for #kCSP.

◮ Lemma 3. For every F and odd prime k, #kCSP(F ∪ {[1, 0], [0, 1]}) ≤T #kCSP(F ).

The proof is similar to that in [2].

We regard a function f and c·f as the same function, where c is a constant relatively prime

to the modulus k. Our study on #kCSP(F ) starts with prime modulus. Doing computation

modulo a prime is similar to computing with complex numbers in many aspects. For a

given k, we define ik as an element that satisfies i2
k ≡ −1 (mod k). In some circumstances,

ik is an element of Zk, while in other situations, we need to extend the field and consider

Zk[x]/(x2 + 1). There are essentially two elements satisfying this property, but it doesn’t

matter which one we pick as ik.

We further define two classes of functions, for which the #kCSP problems are tractable.

Let X be an r+1 dimensional column vector (x1, x2, . . . , xr, 1) over Boolean field F2. Suppose

A is a Boolean matrix. χAX denotes the affine relation on inputs x1, x2, . . . , xr, whose value

is 1 if AX is the zero vector, 0 if AX is not the zero vector.

Ak denotes all functions which have the form χAX i
L1(X)+L2(X)+···+Ln(X)
k in modulo k,

where Lj is a 0-1 indicator function χ〈αj ,X〉, αj is a r + 1 dimensional vector, and the inner

1 We keep the statement as in Faben’s paper. Technically, in the case that k = 2k′ where k′ > 1 is odd,
and F are closed under complement and not all affine, we believe that we can only claim the problem is
#k′ P-hard.
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product 〈·, ·〉 is over Z2. The additions among Lj(X) are just the usual addition in Z. Since

it is the power of i, it can be computed modulo 4, but not modulo 2. (Since we ignore the

global constant, all functions that are constant multiples of these functions are also in this

class.)

Pk denotes the class of functions which, in modulo k, can be expressed as a product of

unary functions, binary equality function ([1, 0, 1]), and binary disequality function ([0, 1, 0]).

It is often useful to view a #kCSP instance as a bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) where

U corresponds to the set of constraints and V corresponds to the set of variables. Edge

(u, v) ∈ E iff variable v appears in constraint u. A subgraph of G is simply a certain

combination of constraints in terms of CSP, and is sometimes called gadget. It is easy to see

that if there are several connected components in G, then the result of the whole instance

is exactly the product of that in the connected components. Therefore, it is sufficient to

consider connected #kCSP instances.

We also need some knowledge from number theory to deal with prime powers. Given k,

a is a quadratic residue modulo k if there exists y such that y2 ≡ a (mod k). Thus, ik exists

in Zk if and only if −1 is a quadratic residue modulo k.

◮ Lemma 4. Let p be an odd prime and k = pr. −1 is a quadratic residue modulo p if and

only if it is a quadratic residue modulo k.

Proof. The “if” direction is obvious. If there exist some ip ∈ [p] that i2
p ≡ −1 (mod p), we

consider the number jt = ip +tp, where t is an integer ranging from 0 to pr−1 −1. If there exist

t and t′ that j2
t ≡ j2

t′ (mod pr), it is easy to compute that pr−1|(p(t+t′)+2ip)(t−t′), because

|t − t′| < pr−1, p|p(t + t′) + 2ip. We get p|2ip, which is impossible. Thus the pr−1 values {j2
t

(mod pr)} are distinct and there must exist some t such that j2
t ≡ −1 (mod pr). ◭

3 Complexity in the finite field Zp

In this section, we deal with the complexity of counting CSP problems in the finite field

Zp. The parity case that p = 2, which is in fact the same as the unweighted case, has been

solved in [14] (Theorem 1). In the following we always assume that p is an odd prime. All

computations are done in the finite field Zp. For convenience, we often use the usual notation

= instead of ≡ (mod p).

The counting CSP problem for Pp or Ap is tractable. The algorithm for Pp is based on

decomposing functions into separated components that is easy to solve. The algorithm for

Ap is similar to that for the complex weighted #CSP problems. We need the following two

lemmas. The proof for the modulo case here is similar to the complex weighted case in [8].

◮ Lemma 5. Let F (x1, x2, . . . , xk) = χAX iL1(X)+L2(X)+···+Ln(X) ∈ A . If AX = 0 is

infeasible over Z2, then
∑

x1,x2,...,xk
F = 0. If AX = 0 is feasible, then in polynomial time,

we can construct another function H(y1, y2, . . . , ys) = iL′

1(Y )+L′

2(Y )+···+L′

n(Y ) ∈ A , such that

0 ≤ s ≤ k, and
∑

x1,x2,...,xk
F =

∑

y1,y2,...,ys
H.

◮ Lemma 6. Let F (x1, x2, . . . , xk) = iL1(X)+L2(X)+···+Ln(X). Exactly one of the following

two statements hold:

1. (Congruity) There exists a constant c ∈ {1, −1, i, −i} such that for all x2, x3, . . . , xk ∈
{0, 1} we have F x1=1/F x1=0(x2, x3, . . . , xk) = c;

2. (Semi-congruity) There exists a constant c ∈ {1, i} and an affine subspace S of dimension

k − 2 on T = {(x2, x3, . . . , xk) | xi ∈ Z2}, such that F x1=1/F x1=0(x2, x3, . . . , xk) = c on

S, and F x1=1/F x1=0(x2, x3, . . . , xk) = −c on T − S.

STACS’11



254 The Complexity of Weighted Boolean #CSP Modulo k

We first apply Lemma 5 to get rid of the χAX factor, and then use the congruity or

semi-congruity property of constraint functions proved in Lemma 6 to eliminate variables

one by one. Details can be found in [8].

We will then show that for any other functions the problem is hard. Before the hardness

proof we will mention two constructions, which will be used throughout our proofs.

Given a function f and any positive integer k, we can simulate a function g such that

any entry of g is the corresponding entry of f to the kth power. This is done by connecting

corresponding edges of k copies of f with an equality of arity k + 1. Figure 1 is a simple

example when k = 2 and the arity of f is 3. The other construction is for binary functions.

Given two binary functions f and g, whose matrices are F and G respectively, we connect

them directly via a binary equality as shown in Figure 2. It is easy to check that the matrix

of the resulting function is FG.

ff

=3

=3 =3

Figure 1 Duplicate two copies of f

gf

=2

Figure 2 Directly connect two binary func-

tions

The starting point of our hardness proof is the following lemma. In the rest of this section

we may omit the subscripts of Ap and Pp when it is clear from context.

◮ Lemma 7. If [a, b, c] 6∈ A ∪P, #pCSP({[a, b, c]}) is #pP-hard. To be explicit, all tractable

functions [a, b, c] from A ∪ P have one of the following forms: [x, 0, y], [0, x, 0], [x2, xy, y2],

x[1, ±i, 1] or x[1, ±1, −1].

This lemma says, if restricted to one single symmetric binary function, a dichotomy

theorem holds. The same lemma also served as the hardness starting point for the complex

weighted dichotomy [8]. However, the proof techniques are completely different. The main

proof tool for the complex weighted dichotomy [8] is polynomial interpolation, which is not

available here as was explained in Section 1. Before proving this lemma, we state several

useful facts.

◮ Lemma 8. For any symmetric binary function [0, b, c] and a prime number p, where bc 6≡ 0

(mod p), #pCSP({[0, b, c]}) is #pP-hard.

Proof. Via the construction mentioned above, we can realize [0, bk, ck]. Taking k = p − 1,

by Fermat’s Little Theorem, it becomes [0, 1, 1]. By Corollary 2, the #pCSP problem is

#pP-hard. ◭

We also need the following lemma to realize new binary functions. The new binary

functions are not by an explicit construction but an existent argument, which crucially uses

the finiteness of the field.
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◮ Lemma 9. For any non-degenerate 2 × 2 matrix A in Zp, there exists k such that Ak ≡ I

(mod p) where I is the identity matrix.

Proof. Since Zp is finite, there are finitely many non-degenerate 2 × 2 matrices. Thus, by

Pigeonhole Principle, there exists p and q such that p < q and Ap ≡ Aq (mod p). Taking

the smallest such pair and letting k = q − p, it is easy to see that Ak ≡ I (mod p). ◭

◮ Corollary 10. For any non-degenerate 2 × 2 matrix A in Zp, there exists a positive integer

k such that Ak ≡ A−1 (mod p).

◮ Lemma 11. Let F be a function of matrix

[

a b

c d

]

, where p ∤ abcd and a2d2 6≡ b2c2

(mod p). #pCSP({F}) is #pP-hard.

Proof. We can realize

[

a2 c2

b2 d2

]

by two copies of the function. Since a2d2 6= b2c2, this

matrix is non-degenerate. Thus by Corollary 10, we can realize (a2d2−b2c2)−1

[

d2 −c2

−b2 a2

]

.

As we consider the problem in the field Zp, (a2d2 − b2c2)−1 is just a constant factor and we

may ignore it. By the pinning Lemma 3, we can realize [d2, −c2], and hence [d2, 0, −c2], by

connecting it to a =3. Then the following function

[

a b

c d

] [

d2 0

0 −c2

] [

a c

b d

]

=

[

a2d2 − b2c2 acd2 − bc2d

acd2 − bc2d 0

]

,

or [a2d2 − b2c2, cd(ad − bc), 0] is realizable. Since p ∤ abcd and a2d2 6= b2c2, we have

a2d2 − b2c2 6= 0 and cd(ad − bc) 6= 0. By Lemma 8, #pCSP({F}) is #pP-hard. ◭

Now we can prove Lemma 7.

Proof. (Lemma 7) If a = 0, we know bc 6= 0, otherwise it is in one of the five exceptional

cases. So by Lemma 8, #pCSP({[a, b, c]}) is #pP-hard . The case c = 0 is symmetric. Since

[a, b, c] 6∈ A ∪ P, we know b 6= 0. Therefore we will assume in the following that abc 6= 0.

By Lemma 11, #pCSP({[a, b, c]}) is #pP-hard if b4 6= a2c2. Moreover, if b2 = ac, then

[a, b, c] ∈ P. Therefore in the following, we assume that b2 = −ac. Since [a, b, c] /∈ A ∪ P,

we must have that a 6= ±c.

Next we connect two copies of [a, b, c] to realize [a2 + b2, ab + bc, b2 + c2]. Since b2 = −ac,

we actually have [a(a − c), b(a + c), c(c − a)] , [a′, b′, c′]. It is easy to verify that b′4 6= a′2c′2,

and thus #pCSP({[a, b, c]}) ≥T #pCSP({[a′, b′, c′]}), which is #pP-hard . ◭

◮ Lemma 12. If RF is not affine, then #pCSP({F}) is #pP-hard.

Proof. We can easily reduce the unweighted case to the weighted one, the hardness follows.

◭

Now we come to the two key lemmas for the hardness proof. Both proofs inductively

reduce the arity of a function. Suppose F 6⊆ A and F 6⊆ P. Thus there exists F 6∈ A

and G 6∈ P, where F, G ∈ F . (It is possible that G = F ). From F and G, we recursively

simulate functions with smaller arity, keeping the property of being not in A and not in P

respectively. The proofs of these two lemmas are very similar to those in [8]. Due to space

limitation, we give a sketch of proof for Lemma 14 in the Appendix and omit the proof for

Lemma 13.

STACS’11



256 The Complexity of Weighted Boolean #CSP Modulo k

◮ Lemma 13. If F 6∈ A , then either #pCSP({F}) is #pP-hard, or we can simulate a unary

function H /∈ A , that is, there is a reduction from #pCSP({F, H}) to #pCSP({F}).

◮ Lemma 14. For any function F 6∈ P, either #pCSP({F}) is #pP-hard , or we can

simulate, using F , a function [a, 0, 1, 0] (or [0, 1, 0, a]), where a 6= 0, or a binary function

H 6∈ P having no zero values.

Now we are ready to prove the main lemma.

◮ Lemma 15. Let p be an odd prime, and F a class of functions mapping Boolean inputs

to [p]. If F ⊆ A or F ⊆ P, #pCSP(F ) is computable in polynomial time. Otherwise,

#pCSP(F ) is #pP-hard .

Proof. For A and P, their polynomial time algorithms are given above.

If F 6⊆ A and F 6⊆ P, by Lemma 13, either #pCSP(F ) is #pP-hard , or we can

simulate a function F = [1, λ] /∈ A . In particular λ /∈ {0, ±1, ±i}. By Lemma 14, either

#pCSP(F ) is #pP-hard , or we can simulate a function P = [a, 0, 1, 0], or P ′ = [0, 1, 0, a],

where a 6= 0, or a binary function H 6∈ P having no zero values.

Firstly, we prove #pCSP({F, P}) is #pP-hard . Clearly P x1=∗ = [a, 1, 1]. If a 6∈
{1, −1}, it is #pP-hard by Lemma 7. If a ∈ {1, −1}, we can construct Q(x1, x2) =
∑

x3
P (x1, x2, x3)F (x3) = [a, λ, 1], which is [±1, λ, 1]. Both of them are #pP-hard by

Lemma 7. The proof for #pCSP({F, P ′}) is the same.

Secondly, we prove #pCSP({F, H}) is #pP-hard . After normalizing, we may suppose

H =

[

1 x

y z

]

, where xyz 6= 0, and z 6= xy. There are two cases, depending on whether

z = −xy.

For the case z 6= −xy, we conclude that it is hard by applying Lemma 11 on H.

For the case z = −xy, we construct some binary functions with an integer parameter s

as follows:
∑

x3

H(x1, x3)H(x2, x3)(F (x3))s = [1 + λsx2, (y + λsxz), (y2 + λsz2)]

= [1 + λsx2, y(1 − λsx2), y2(1 + λsx2)].

As λ is not a power of i, at most one of the two values x2 and λx2 can be a power of i. Now

we choose s = 0 or s = 1 above so that λsx2 6∈ {±1, ±i}.

After normalizing, we may write the function [1 + λsx2, y(1 − λsx2), y2(1 + λsx2)] as

[1, y(1 − λsx2)(1 + λsx2)−1, y2], noticing that 1 + λsx2 6= 0. We claim that this function is

not one of the five tractable cases from Lemma 7. Since there are no zero entries, clearly it is

not the first two cases. It has rank 2, therefore it is not the third case. If it were the fourth

tractable case [1, ±i, 1], then y = ±1, and (1 − λsx2)(1 + λsx2)−1 = ±i. This implies that

λsx2 = ±i, which is impossible. If [1, y(1 − λsx2)(1 + λsx2)−1, y2] = [1, ±1, −1], the fifth

tractable case, then y = ±i, and again (1 − λsx2)(1 + λsx2)−1 = ±i, also impossible. ◭

4 Dichotomy for a general integer k

We first deal with the case when k is a power of an odd prime. Then we use Chinese

Remainder Theorem to prove hardness for other composite numbers. Beigel and Gill have

shown that the class #pr P is the same as #pP and for a composite k having two or more

prime factors, the modulo counting class is a union of counting classes modulo each of its

prime factors [1]. Therefore, we only talk about #pP-hard for prime p.
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◮ Lemma 16. Suppose p is an odd prime, k = pr for some integer r ≥ 1. F is a finite set

of constraint functions. If, after taking modulus p, F ⊆ Ap or F ⊆ Pp, #kCSP(F ) has

polynomial time algorithms. Otherwise, #kCSP(F ) is #pP-hard .

Proof. If #pCSP(F ) is #pP-hard, then #kCSP(F ) must be #pP-hard. Therefore we only

need to show the tractable part. We decompose every function f ∈ F into the sum of two

functions gf and hf , such that all values of hf are multiples of p, and gf ∈ Pk or gf ∈ Ak,

depending on whether f ∈ Pp or f ∈ Ap. Such a decomposition is always possible. If

f ∈ Pp, assuming that f =
∏

fi, where fi is either unary, or binary equality or disequality,

the we can simply take gf =
∏

fi in modulo k. Since gf ≡ f (mod p), we can see that values

of hf = f − gf are multiples of p. On the other hand, if f ∈ Ap, then f could be expressed

as f = χAX i

∑

Li(X)
p . Let gf = χAX i

∑

Li(X)

k . It is easy to see that gf ≡ f (mod p), and hf

satisfies our condition.

Given the decomposition, we can express the final summation in the following way
∑

x1,x2,...,xn∈{0,1}

∏

f(xi1
, xi2

, . . . , xir
) mod k

=
∑

x1,x2,...,xn∈{0,1}

∏

(gf (xi1
, xi2

, . . . , xir
) + hf (xi1

, xi2
, . . . , xir

)) mod k

=
∑

f ′

1
∈{gf1

,hf1
}

· · ·
∑

f ′

n∈{gfn ,hfn }





∑

x1,x2,...,xn∈{0,1}

∏

f ′
i(xi1

, xi2
, . . . , xir

)



 mod k

We only need to consider the assignments of functions such that the summation in the

parenthesis is nonzero. To ensure that this is nonzero, no more than r of the functions f ′
i

can be assigned hfi
. The total number of such combinations is of order O(nr+1).

For every such combination, assume that f ′
1, . . . , f ′

r are assigned. Since F is finite, the

degree of the functions is bounded. Therefore, constantly many variables are involved in f ′
1,

. . . , f ′
r. We can list all assignments to these variables in constant time. We can express each

assignment with the help of Lemma 3, and obtain a new instance in #kCSP(F ′) such that

F ′ ⊆ A or F ′ ⊆ P, depending on the case of F . Therefore, we can compute the value of

these instances in polynomial time, and thus we can compute the value of the whole instance

efficiently. ◭

Now we deal with k = 2r. We need the following claim to establish the connection

between the weighted and unweighted case.

◮ Lemma 17. For any positive integer r and t, (1 + 2t)2r ≡ 1 (mod 2r).

Therefore, we only need to duplicate the weighted functions k = 2r times to obtain an

unweighted function. Note this process actually converts all odd values to 1, and all even

values to 0. Then we have the following result for k = 2r.

◮ Lemma 18. If k = 2r and r > 1, then #kCSP(F ) is #2P-hard, unless all functions in

F are affine modulo 2, for which we have a polynomial time algorithm.

Proof. Hardness can be proved by considering the unweighted version of F and applying

Theorem 1. Algorithm for an affine F is similar to that in Lemma 16, except that for a

given combination and assignment, we calculate the value of the gadget directly instead of

applying the Pinning Lemma. This can be done efficiently according to [8]. ◭

Based on Lemma 15, Lemma 16, Lemma 18 and the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we

conclude with our main result:

STACS’11
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◮ Theorem 19. Let k = 2r0pr1

1 pr2

2 · · · prm
m , where pi’s are distinct odd primes, r0 ≥ 0, and

ri ≥ 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., m. Let F be a set of functions. #kCSP(F ) is in P if one of the

following three conditions is satisfied.

1. r0 = 0. F ⊆ Api
or F ⊆ Ppi

for all i ∈ [m].

2. r0 = 1. F ⊆ A2 or every function in F are closed under complement after mod 2.

F ⊆ Api
or F ⊆ Ppi

for all i ∈ [m].

3. r0 ≥ 2. F ⊆ A2. F ⊆ Api
or F ⊆ Ppi

for all i ∈ [m].

Otherwise the problem is #pP-hard for some p|k. More specific, we have

For i ∈ [m], if F 6⊆ Api
and F 6⊆ Ppi

, then #kCSP(F ) is #pi
P-hard.

If r0 = 1, F 6⊆ A2, and it is not the case that every function in F are closed under

complement after mod 2, then #kCSP(F ) is #2P-hard.

If r0 ≥ 2 and F 6⊆ A2, then #kCSP(F ) is #2P-hard.

The statement of the main theory is a little complicated due to technique reason 2 . In

terms of dichotomy, we have a simple statement.

◮ Theorem 20. Let k > 1 and F be a set of functions. Then #kCSP(F ) is either in P or

#pP-hard for some p|k.
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A Proof of Lemma 14

Proof. Suppose F has arity r. Since P contains all unary functions and F 6∈ P, r ≥ 2.

Define an |RF |×r {0, 1}-matrix whose rows list every element of RF , and columns correspond

to x1, . . . , xr.

We first remove any column which is all-0 or all-1 and update the table to RF xi=0 or

RF xi=1 , respectively. If two columns are identical or are complementary in every bit, we

remove one of them and update the table to RF
xj =∗ , where j corresponds to the column

removed. We remove columns as long as possible. It is easy to see that this removal process

maintains the property of not belonging to P.
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Now we suppose there is some G 6∈ P where no more columns can be removed by the

above process. There must be some columns left in the table, otherwise the function just

before the last column removal is a unary function, hence in P. In fact G being not in P,

the arity of G is ≥ 2. For simplicity we still denote it by r. We have two cases:

Case 1: |RG| < 2r. By Lemma 12, we may assume RG is affine, given by an affine linear

system AX = 0. We have shown that |RG| 6= 0, as some columns remain. Since G is not

unary, the table has more than one columns. If |RG| = 1, any two columns (of length one)

must be identical or complementary and the removal process should have continued. Thus

|RG| > 1. W.l.o.g. assume x1, . . . , xs are free variables in AX = 0 and xs+1, . . . , xk are

dependent variables. |RG| = 2s is a power of 2. We have shown that s ≥ 1. By |RG| < 2r,

s < r. We claim s ≥ 2. If instead s = 1, then every x2, . . . , xr is dependent on x1 on RG, so

the column at x2 must be an all-0 or all-1 column, or be identical or complementary to x1.

The expression of xr in terms of x1, . . . , xs must involve at least two non-zero coefficients;

otherwise the column at xr must be an all-0 or all-1 column, or be identical or complementary

to another column. W.l.o.g., say the coefficients of x1, x2 are non-zero.

Let P (x1, x2, xr) = Gx3=0,...,xs=0,xs+1=∗,...,xr−1=∗ (these two lists of variables could be

empty). It can be verified that RP = χx1⊕x2⊕xr=c for some c ∈ Z2.

The affine linear equation x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ xr = c is symmetric. Now we define a “symmetrized”

function H(x1, x2, xr) =
∏

σ∈S3
P (xσ(1), xσ(2), xσ(r)), where S3 is the symmetry group on

three letters {1, 2, k}. This H is a symmetric function on (x1, x2, xr) and has support

RH = RP . Thus, after normalizing, H = [a, 0, 1, 0] or [0, 1, 0, a] where a 6= 0. We remark

that this ternary function H 6∈ P.

Case 2: |RG| = 2r. If for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the ratio Gxi=1/Gxi=0 is a constant function

ci, (since |RG| = 2r there are no divisions by zeros), then G = c0 · ∏

1≤i≤r Ui(ci), where the

constant c0 = Gx1=0,...,xr=0, and Ui(ci) is the unary function [1, ci] on xi. This gives G ∈ P,

a contradiction.

Now suppose for some i, Gxi=1/Gxi=0 is not a constant function. W.l.o.g., assume that

i = 1. The Boolean hypercube on (x2, . . . , xr) ∈ {0, 1}r−1 is connected by edges which flip

just one bit. W.l.o.g., suppose that

Gx1=1/Gx1=0(0, a3, . . . , ar) 6= Gx1=1/Gx1=0(1, a3, . . . , ar). Set x3 = a3, . . . , xr = ar, we

get a binary function H(x1, x2) = G(x1, x2, a3, . . . , ar). We have that H(1, 0)/H(0, 0) 6=

H(1, 1)/H(0, 1), hence the rank of H =

[

H(0, 0) H(0, 1)

H(1, 0) H(1, 1)

]

is 2.

If H were in P, then partition the variable set according to connectivity by binary

equality and disequality functions. If any connected component has at least 2 variables, we

can set values to these 2 variables so that H = 0. But H is never zero. Then each component

must be a single variable and H is defined by a product of unary functions. But such a

function has rank 1. This contradiction completes our proof. ◭
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